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In Search of Central Europe 1989 this timely
volume charts the discussions and debates which
have led to the rediscovery of central europe
within the political cultures of eastern and
western europe alike from various historical
economic cultural and political perspectives the
volume s contributors offer an appraisal of the
distinctive features of a central european
identity and its relevance to contemporary
european thought and politics contents central
europe definitions old and new what is europe
where is europe from mystique to politique the
meaning of the social evolution of europe central
europe a historical region in modern times a
contribution to the debate about the regions of
europe intellectuals in east central europe
continuity and change we central european east
europeans the european ideal reality or wishful
thinking in eastern central europe central
european attitudes central european writers about
central europe introduction to a non existent book
of readings milan kundera s lament central europe
what it is and what it is not another civilization
an other civilization is the russian
intelligentsia european who excluded russia from
europe which way back to europe central europe
seen from the east of europe does central europe
exist
The Search for a European Identity 2008-06-30 this
book examines the link between political identity
and legitimacy in the european union stimulated by
the crisis of legitimacy and identity suffered by
the eu after the referenda on the constitutional
treaty the editors have developed a theoretical
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framework to examine the interplay between these
two items in the problematic development of the eu
into a fully fledged political actor the
contributors to the volume seek to redefine the
key notions in the rigorous way of political
philosophy thus avoiding the generic or imprecise
language usage found in a large part of political
science literature on identity test these concepts
in the analysis of eu policies that may reveal the
world views and the principles upon which eu
legislation is based and whose degree of
acceptance on the side of the citizens is an
indicator of how far a shared political identity
has developed featuring case studies on foreign
and environmental policy biosafety policy
biotechnology regulation civil society human
rights promotion as well as studies on the role of
memory space and external views on the process of
european identity building this book will be of
interest to students and researchers of political
science political philosophy european politics and
european studies
European Recovery and the Search for Western
Security, 1946-1948 2016-12-01 this volume
documents the british government s response from
mid 1946 to early 1948 to the twin challenges of
economic recovery and the search for a meaningful
western security framework in the face of the
increasing polarisation of europe into eastern and
western spheres of influence although relations
between the wartime big three allies the uk us and
ussr had begun to fracture even before the end of
hostilities in 1945 it was during 1947 that the
postwar division of europe became sufficiently
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alarming to prompt decisive action under american
and british leadership to promote european
economic reconstruction and thereby increase
western security american leadership took the form
of two initiatives enabled by us economic and
military strength the truman doctrine for aid to
greece and turkey announced in march 1947 and the
economic recovery programme or marshall plan first
proposed in june 1947 british leadership under the
personal direction of foreign secretary ernest
bevin was shown in two ways in articulating
western europe s need for us help in a way that
enabled it to be recognised and then accepted and
in helping to coordinate the european response to
the us initiatives to maximise their effectiveness
documentation on the truman doctrine and marshall
plan forms the core of the volume but a wide range
of material including intelligence related
documents has been chosen to illustrate the
multiple challenges faced by the attlee government
during this period this book will be of much
interest to students of british politics cold war
history european history and international
relations
The EU's Search for a Strategic Role 2002 the
european union has always had a role in soft
security by anchoring stability on the european
continent through integration and enlargement in
recent years it has moved to harness the military
capacity of its member states through the european
security and defense policy esdp to project
stability in and around europe and perhaps beyond
there are conflicting views of the future of edsp
and its implications for transatlantic relations
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on the one hand esdp and its related goals are in
part the result of american pressures on europeans
to improve their military capabilities and share
greater burdens with the alliance on the other
hand there is concern in some quarters in the
united states about more autonomous european
planning and decision making after the september
11 terrorist attacks significant questions have
arisen on both sides of the atlantic about
divergences in american and european strategic
outlooks and the implications for european and
transatlantic institutions while some americans
are focused on further military transformation
many europeans are advancing important changes on
their own continent the eu is central to those
changes but it faces choices about how to manifest
its security vocation this book examines how the
evolution of the european union s strategic
presence is likely to affect transatlantic debates
and what it could mean for the eu s role as an
actor in international security
The Search for a Common European Foreign and
Security Policy 2008-03-31 when kissinger lamented
when i want to call europe i cannot find a phone
number the implication was clear since then the
momentum of the eu towards a common foreign and
security policy has increased yet the viability of
this institutionalization effort is questionable
this book advances a new perspective on this
paradox
Looking for Europe 1979 statistics are just as
vital to understanding political science as the
study of institutions but getting students to
understand them when teaching a methods course can
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be a big challenge statistics for political
analysis makes understanding the numbers easy the
only introduction to statistics book written
specifically for political science undergraduates
this book explains each statistical concept in
plain language from basic univariate statistics
and the basic measures of association to bivariate
and multivariate regression and uses real world
political examples students learn the relevance of
statistics to political science how to understand
and calculate statistics mathematically and how to
obtain them using spss all calculations are
modeled step by step giving students needed
practice to master the process without making it
intimidating each chapter concludes with exercises
that get students actively applying the steps and
building their professional skills through data
calculation analysis and memo writing
Statistics for Political Analysis 2014-01-15 one
of the world s most influential political
scientists provides an innovative perspective on
institutional change and reform in the eu
Europe in Search of Political Order 2007-02 guides
readers through the complexities of genealogical
research in europe and includes up to date
information on church state and provincial
archives
In Search of Your European Roots 1994 this book
evaluates reforms in the north atlantic alliance
the new european union and the conference on
security and cooperation in europe it examines the
policies of the key allies the united states the
united kingdom germany and france
Disconcerted Europe 2020-12-07 an indispensable
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companion for the independent traveller this
comprehensive guide to scandinavian baltic europe
covers denmark estonia the faroe islands finland
iceland kaliningrad latvia lithuania norway st
petersburg and sweden 75 detailed maps of
countries regions and cities full information on
visas border crossings and currency conversion ad
lib in latvian or excuse yourself in estonian
comprehensive language guide with useful phrases
in six languages up to date commentary on the
politics people and culture of each country all
the transport options from ice breakers to
mountain bikes
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A retrospective view of the political year in
Europe 1882
Bonfort's Wine and Spirit Circular 1898
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Milestones of the 20th Century 1986
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